Menu levels below second level aren't displaying in Smartmenus

Description
One of the key features of Smartmenus is to enable more menu levels than the two that Bootstrap supports out of the box. But this isn't happening yet with Tiki's menus in branch 19.

Also, the down arrows in parent items display briefly but then slide into/behind the item text so they no longer display.

More info: Section level 3 items (and their child items) are ignored in the menu implementation when the menu type is "Bootstrap", so Smartmenus has nothing to work with where level 3 should be (just a detail).

Workaround
Seems fine for me on 19.x - had to enable the feature, and then set css menu=y and bootstrap=n on the module, but seems fine.
Is there an example?
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Your workaround is to not use Smartmenus. I wouldn't call that a solution to the problem of Smartmenus not working fully. The point of Smartmenus is to extend Bootstrap menus and make CSS menus redundant so testing needs to be done with Bootstrap=y and cssmenus=n.
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